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Persian Gulf as a waterway and maritime history the dawn of the junction as the major
civilizations and Khavrbastan back several thousand years, and the blue line is the
most important addition Brptansyl different cultural, political and economic resources
rich oil Babhrh gas is some of the strategic importance of international interaction.
Msyrtvsh strategic (political, economic, cultural, environmental and security) that all
countries of the Persian Gulf Persian Gulf area rather than accept the false surrender
to external stimuli, can attempt to solve the problems of common cultural and
numerous environmental, safety and outcome of the military in the Persian Gulf.
Meanwhile it seems that coordinates the Persian Gulf countries need to deal with
political and military activities damaging, Azptansylhay most natural way humans into
an area of peace and security in the region as well as the realization need to make
Paydarbvdh among the countries in thinking and practices Hamjavar the convergence
substrates domain. The new geopolitical situation in the Persian Gulf that is the major
issue in this geopolitical explanations intersect geoeconomy and geocaluchr of Persian
Gulf is the answer to the research question of this thesis is important. This study is
descriptive and analytical approach using GIS software in Asba or reject hypotheses
that are. geoeconomy and geocaluchr Persian Gulf region's vast energy resources, and
Islam is based on two factors, as well as understanding and application forms
intersect geoeconomy and geocaluchr in the Persian Gulf and the convergence factor
is. Research objectives include Economic status and Frhmgy Persian Gulf؛ Identify
economic and cultural factors influencing the strategic Persian Gulf region؛ Common
goals of economic and cultural barriers to explain Gulf states sent؛Common economic
and cultural explanations for regional unity؛ Impact on economic development and
cultural geography of the Persian Gulf The advantage of the new geopolitical
strategic subset of Persian Gulf with its economic and cultural spheres, can be
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effective in creating peace, security and regional integration, Current necessities of
the Persian Gulf states provided assistance in the development of domestic and
foreign countries, this area provides optimal benefits.
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